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How do you bring life to your home? It’s not the 
question you’d expect to be asked in a lighting and bath 
showroom, but we care a lot about the answer.

At Robinson Lighting & Bath, we want 
to know exactly how you plan to use 
your space, so we can match the colour 
temperature of your fixture and functionality 
of your faucet to your needs. (And don’t 
worry if you’re tiptoeing into this world, 
we have the experts on staff to guide you 
through it.)

When everything’s functioning beautifully to 
suit the rhythm of your everyday, you also 
want to know it will continue to do so for 
many years to come. We have the expertise 
to ensure any fixtures and plumbing work 
perfectly in your space in a technical, 
durable and beautiful way.

Just like those who shop with us, we’re 
passionate about good craftsmanship and 
the artistry that goes into a statement piece 
for the home – and we’re here to help make 
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achieving beautiful design as simple as 
possible.
Our fall magazine features stunning products 
from our devoted suppliers that offer lasting 
beauty and functionality in everything they 
do. Find the inspiration you need within 
these pages, and then come straight to the 
source and get a special rate on the item you 
had in mind.

Visit a Robinson Lighting & Bath showroom 
to take advantage of one of these special 
offers, and let us help you balance beautiful 
design with practical function for your home 
and your life.

Fall Magazine pricing is valid
until Dec. 31, 2018

You bring life to
your home. 
We bring your
home to life.



Featured Brands
Directory
Below is a list of all the brands
featured in this issue of our 
Robinson Lighting & Bath Fall Magazine.
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Round it out
If you decide spheres are your style, you can repeat 
this shape throughout the lighting in your home for a 
consistent aesthetic. Choose one of these favourites 
from ET2 for your dining room, then round it out with a 
spherical pendant in your entranceway.
 
You can do the same thing with a certain finish  — like 
choosing from these gold or black Maxim fixtures, and 
repeating elements of its style throughout the rest of 
your home.

1 | Orb II Single Pendant 1100562 
Reg $242 Now $189.99

3 | Curlicue Vanity 1144067 
Reg $533 Now $419.99

5 | Haven Single Tier 
Chandelier 1140883 | Reg $305 
Now $239.99

2 | Ringer Linear 
Pendant 1057042 | Reg $1,278 
Now $1019.99

4 | Orbit Pendant 661138 
Reg $733 Now $549.99

6 | Aura LED 16 Light 
Pendant 853951 | Reg $2,384 
Now $1,899.99

7 | Molecule Linear Pendant 
1144068 | Reg $633 
Now $529.99
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Staff Tip: Heather Stedman (Robinson Lighting & Bath, Calgary)

* Ask us about other available finishes.



Simple,
but structured
One of the biggest design trends dominating this fall is the structured, almost 
sculptural pieces among brands like Artcraft. “I’m drawn to these simpler, but more 
structured fixtures,” says Jenelle Erickson, principal designer for SmithErickson 
Designs in Calgary (and a regular Robinson Lighting & Bath customer).

With their clean lines and more architectural design, these fixtures are easy to carry 
through a space by pairing them with simple, clean-lined or minimalist furniture.

Interior Design Pro Tip: Jenelle Erickson (SmithErickson Designs, Calgary)

8 | Allston Pendant 1000424 | 
Reg $399 Now $309.99

6 | Gastown Chandelier 750406 | 
Reg $225 Now $179.99

3 | Reflections LED Mirror 1100538 | 
Reg $510 Now $369.99

7 | Breezy Point  
Pendant 1000415 | Reg $574 
Now $449.99

5 | Overbrook LED 
Lantern 1001278 | Reg $189 
Now $119.99

2 | Tribeca Chandelier 1007509 | 
Reg $396 Now $309.99

4 | Organic Pendant 953891 | 
Reg $590 Now $469.99

1 | Barnyard 36” Linear 
Chandelier 1139967 | Reg $517 
Now $409.99
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* Ask us about other available finishes.

9 | Artistry Chandelier 1050975 | 
Reg $613 Now $399.99
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1 | Kordan 
Mini-pendant 1129875 | 
REG $242 Now $189.99

2 | South Hope LED 
Portable Bluetooth 
Lantern 1048053 | 
REG $316 Now $249.99

3 | Optice 30” Round 
LED Mirror 1129877 | 
Reg $756 
Now $599.99

4 | Marilyn Chandelier 
1135483 | Reg $723 
Now $569.99

5 | Crystal Moon 12” 
Flush-mount 1129887 | 
REG $379 Now $299.99

6 | Alton 3 Light Vanity 
975904 | Reg $344 
Now $269.99

7 | Rene Vanity 1129879 
| Reg $500 Now $399.99

8 | Armstong Chandelier 
906987 | Reg $549 
Now $429.99

9 | Arabelle 
LED Linear Pendant 
1129865 | 
REG $720 Now $569.99

10 | Ridgewood Linear 
Chandelier 1136833 | 
Reg $767 
Now $609.99

Layer up
Often that je-ne-sais-quoi that makes a space feel 
more useable or desirable is the lighting. The best way 
to invoke that feeling is through layered lighting.

Start by choosing the perfect chandelier (like any of 
these stunners from Kichler) or a flush-mount light from 
Elan. These decorative fixtures cast light downward, so 
the next step is to create layers of light by illuminating 
different spots in the room.

In the kitchen for instance, you’ll want to cover off 
general lighting (like potlights), pendant lighting and 
undercabinet lighting so you can see everything you 
need while you work. Bonus: add an accent light on its 
own switch to highlight a design feature in the room.
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Interior Design Pro Tip: Tammie Rocke (Rocke Design, Winnipeg)

* Ask us about other available finishes.



Matte
Attack
With a trend toward neutrals in home 
design and furniture, there’s little 
wonder we’re seeing matte black 
details on pendants, chandeliers, and 
even flush-mount vanity lighting (like 
these sleek beauties from Kuzco).

Paired with a textured finish like white 
marble, seek matte black to pull 
together a black-and-white look, or put 
a spin on the classic.

8 | Malta LED Flush-mount 
15” 1134416 | Reg $141 
Now $109.99

6 | Mondrian LED Linear Pendant 
40” 1135103 | 
REG $588 Now $469.99

3 | Lighthouse LED Vanity 
26” 784675 | Reg $205 Now $139.99

7 | Deco LED Pendant 10” 
1135037 | Reg $566 Now $439.99

5 | Vega LED Vanity 
23” 1004451 | Reg $251 
Now $189.99

2 | Dalton LED 
Flush-mount 16” 897935 | 
Reg $180 Now $139.99

4 | Watford LED Vanity 
25” 795175 | Reg $323 
Now $249.99

1 | Sirius Minor LED 32” 1136430 | 
Reg $1,244 Now $949.99
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Staff Tip: Amir Fard 
(Robinson Lighting & Bath, Coquitlam)

* Ask us about other available finishes.



9 | Eris 52”  Fan W/ LED Light 
1009921 |
REG $400 Now $319.99

6 | Splitz LED Tochiere W/ 
Reading Light 846083 |
REG $586 Now $489.99

3 | Tavv Square LED 
Floor Lamp 1007912 | Reg $441 
Now $349.99

8 | Cyclon 50” Fan W/LED Light 
933183 | Reg $534 Now $419.99

7 | Lopro 52” Fan W/ LED Light 
923484 | Reg $610 Now $479.99

5 | Reco LED Desk Lamp 971350 | 
Reg $297 Now $229.99

2 | Reco LED Floor Lamp 981853 | 
Reg $152 Now $119.99

4 | Tavv Square LED 
Desk Lamp 1007911 | Reg $141 
Now $109.99

1 | Strate 24” LED Vanity 951204 | 
Reg $280 Now $219.99

Easy
Breezy

Picking out the right ceiling fan for your space can be easy 
breezy — as long as you consult with an expert.

“When you’re buying a ceiling fan, you have to think about 
how high your ceiling is, if it’s sloped, and sourcing the proper 
downrod. I try to ask the right questions — all the details that 
will get you the right fixture,” says Amir Fard from Robinson 
Lighting & Bath Coquitlam. 
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Staff Tip: Amir Fard (Robinson Lighting & Bath, Coquitlam)

* Ask us about other available finishes.



6 | Zag 5 Light Pendant 1136018 | 
Reg $322 Now $249.99

8 | Cylinders 3 
Light Vanity 1136023 |REG $290 
Now $229.99

5 | Calder Asymetrical Pendant 
1136015 | Reg $596 Now $469.99

7 | Globe Pendant 1136019 | 
Reg $169 Now $129.99

4 | Calder Chandelier 1137423 | 
Reg $435 Now $339.99

2 |  Gulliver Pendant 997297 | 
Reg $370 Now $289.99

3 | Evoke *Chandelier 1017554 | 
REG $640 Now $509.99

1 | Linear Chandelier 1045326 | 
Reg $384 Now $299.99

Into the
Wood
Raw materials are finding their way out of the woods in lighting, 
adding a rustic, earthy ambience to the home. “Lighting has more 
unique materials lately that have rustic or natural finishes – not 
so polished,” says Tammie Rocke of Rocke Design (and a regular 
Robinson Lighting & Bath customer).

“Usually I start with materials that people like, pick that special 
thing, and everything flows from there,” she says of the process.
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Interior Design Pro Tip: Tammie Rocke (Rocke Design, Winnipeg)

* Ask us about other available finishes.



Asymmetrical
Electrical
A modular, asymmetrical pendant or chandelier makes a 
bold statement. But it’s important to think about its scale 
and placement in a room. A general guideline is to have the 
bottom of your chandelier or kitchen pendant hang 30 to 34 
inches above the table – which is lower than you might think! 

8 |  Soco Pendant 832010 | 
Reg $158 Now $119.99

6 | Viaggio Chandelier 1101038 | 
Reg $2,166 
Now $1,729.99

3 | Dobson Vanity 1127054 | 
Reg $548 Now $429.99

7 | Photon Pendant 1110125 | 
Reg $1,414 Now $1,129.99

5 | Stratos Pendant 1058465 | 
Reg $1,669 Now $1,319.99

2 | Span Vanity 1044901 | 
Reg $658 Now $519.99

4 | Reflections LED Mirror 909412 | 
Reg $825 Now $659.99

1 | Surge Linear 
Pendant 717787 | Reg $2,159 
Now $1,719.99
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Staff Tip: Heather Stedman (Robinson Lighting & Bath, Calgary)

* Ask us about other available finishes.



Il-lumenated
When it comes to choosing lighting, there’s lots to think about 
beyond just the fixture, including the bulbs.

LED lights are six times more efficient than incandescent 
bulbs, which means savings for you and the environment. LED 
light fixtures require special dimmer switches, so be sure to 
coordinate closely with an electrician during any renovation or 
build. (Set the mood just right with Eurofase’s High Tide 
LED pendant).

Most LED lighting is measured in lumens – a measurement for 
how much light will be cast. Be sure to distinguish between 
total and delivered lumens – the delivered lumens factors in all 
lenses and shade that obscure a portion of the delivered light.

8 | Harmen Vanity 1050922 | 
Reg $392 Now $249.99

6 | Rectangular Edge-lit 
Mirror 1001491 | Reg $1,096 
Now $869.99

3 | Bria LED Flush-mount 1001686 | 
Reg $412 Now $329.99

7 | Sole Wall Sconce 1001688 | 
Reg $387 Now $319.99

5 | Olson Vanity 847835 | 
Reg $282 Now $219.99

2 | Circo Flush-mount 1071069 | 
Reg $230 Now $179.99

4 | Venue Linear 984933 | 
Reg $205 Now $149.99

1 | High Tide LED 
Pendant 1013279 | Reg $547 
Now $429.99
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Staff Tip: Danielle Lavigne (Robinson Lighting & Bath, Edmonton)

* Ask us about other available finishes.



1 | Architec Tub 602030 Reg $905 
Now $724.99

3 | L-cube Mirror with Lighting 
LED 913539 Reg $1,315 Now 
$1,049.99

5 | Vero White Undercounter Van-
ity Basin 1038235 Reg $300 Now 
$239.99

2 | Durastyle One-piece Toilet 
649436 | Reg $684 
Now $544.99 *Includes seat (649432)

4 |  Starck 3 Wall 1

Hung Toilet 1165024 | Reg 
$1,665 Now $1,329.99

1 Includes toilet seat (190649), in-wall tank carrier (372300), flush actuator (548573) and wall 
hung toilet (680141)

6 | Starck 3 Vanity 
Basin 261376 | Reg $235 
Now $188.99

7 | Dune Oval 
Vanity Basin 280206 | Reg $110 
Now $88.99
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One-piece or 
wall-hung
There are perhaps more choices than 
ever in plumbing, especially in the types 
of toilets available.

It might be best to start with the type of 
toilet that would suit your space. 

Two-pieces are most common, and 
available in many affordable variations, 
with the tank and bowl manufactured 
separately then combined onsite. One-
piece toilets are a sleek single fixture 
option with a low-profile aesthetic, which 
may fit better in small spaces. A wall-hung 
toilet is fixed tight to the wall. It doesn’t 
touch the ground for easy, convenient 
cleaning.
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The Jewelry of 
the bathroom
Starting with a faucet is a great way to inform the rest of 
your plans for the bathroom. Are you subscribing to a 
particular design approach in your home? Do you favour 
square or round  lines? Do you like contemporary, tradi-
tional or modern design?

Based on these micro-decisions, we can guide you 
through an entire bathroom renovation or build, so 
don’t get overwhelmed by the thousands of options 
available in the showroom. “Faucets are the jewelry of 
the bathroom, after all!” 

1 | Rainshower 310 Smartactive 
Shower Head® 1120577 
Reg $899 Now $674.99

3 | Parkfield Lavatory 
Faucet® 992091 Reg $250 
Now $179.99

6 | Concetto Kitchen Faucet 
505532 Reg $529 
Now $394.99

2 | Essence Lavatory Bath Faucet 
975043 | Reg $355 Now $264.99

5 | Lineare Freestanding Bath 
Mixer 1151222 | Now $1,549.99

4 | Ladylux Café 
Pull-out Kitchen Faucet 678431 | 
Reg $586 Now $439.99

7 | Essence Kitchen 
Faucet 992671 | Reg $769 
Now $574.99

8 | Timeless Dual 
Function Shower Kit 533416 | 
Reg $1,129 Now $844.99
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Staff Tip: Kyla Hazen (Robinson Bath Centre, Winnipeg)

* Ask us about other available finishes.



Greater grade
of steel
Stainless steel sinks are usually chosen for their durability 
(like the gorgeous Kohler Smart Divide sink). 
But even this quality can range in a stainless steel sink, 
depending on its grade and gauge. The higher the sink 
is in nickel content, the higher the grade, which leads to 
greater durability, strength, and – usually a higher cost.
 
The gauge is the thickness of the stainless steel. Typical 
thickness or gauge is 18, 20, or 22. The lower the 
number, the greater the thickness, which increases water 
temperature retention and reduces water sound. 

Thicker sinks will also be more resistant to temperature 
variations, hot and cold objects, and be easier to clean.  

10 | C3®-125 Cleansing Toilet 
Seat 392496 | Reg $909 
Now $679.99

8 | Santa RosaTM 1-piece 
Toilet 323212 | Reg $697 
Now $519.99

6 | Ladena® Undermount 
Lavatory Sink 348243 | Reg $475 
Now $354.99

3 | VaultTM Smart Divide Stainless 
Steel Kitchen Sink 374756
| Reg $1,258 Now $949.99

9 | Veil® Wall Hung1 Toilet 1165090 
| Reg $1,561 Now $1,089.99

7 | Verticyl® Undermount Rectan-
gular Sink 405414 | 
REG $266 Now $199.99

5 | Tournant® Semiprofession-
al Kitchen Faucet 1008636 | 
Reg $1,093 Now $799.99

2 | Derring® Round Wading Pool 
Lavatory Sink 836922 | Reg $808 
Now $599.99

4 | Composed® Tall Single-han-
dle Lavatory Faucet 969888 | 
Reg $1,009 Now $749.99

1 | Verdera® Lighted 
Mirror 1059940 | Reg $1,212 
Now $899.99
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TIPS FROM OUR EXPERTS
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1 Includes in-wall tank carrier, flush actuator (645522) and wall hung toilet (645520)
* Ask us about other available finishes.
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Turn On Updates
Get more expert tips and the latest on new products and 
trends. Just for signing up for our e-newsletter, you have a 
chance to win a $500 gift card to shop our showroom. To enter, 
visit robinsonlightingandbath.com.

@robinsonltgbath
@robinsonltgbath
Robinsonlighting
andbath.com

What do people most need to keep in mind when shopping 
for lighting for their space?
When it comes to lighting, scale is very important. You need 
to make sure fixtures are the right scale – it’s the jewelry or the 
lipstick to the space, so it shouldn’t overpower a room, it should 
complement the other elements, adding a pop to it.

What’s your process for choosing lighting with a client?
When we are selecting lighting or the fixtures, I like to find that 
one item or inspiration to work off of. Lighting we often leave 
to the end – I think at that point the client has a better vision of 
where they’re going and the overall vision of the style.

What’s one tip you’d give about shopping for lighting or 
bath products?
You most definitely get what you pay for. I strongly emphasize 
this with plumbing fixtures especially.

What do people most often learn after working alongside 
lighting experts?
What people realize afterward is just how easy it can be when 
they have someone helping them… someone experienced 
makes it a lot easier for them.

What do you love about bringing clients through the
Robinson showroom?
It’s customer service. Our rep makes it super easy for us when 
it comes to price requesting and answering questions we may 
have. If we don’t have the answer to our client’s question, they’ll 
get it for us.

Interior 
Designer 
Q & A: 
Jenelle 
Erickson
SmithErickson 
Designs

Left: Stephanie Smith Right: Jenelle Erickson, 
founding partners of SmithErickson Designs.



Get expert advice by visiting a showroom or online 
at robinsonlightingandbath.com

Calgary
4120 Blackfoot Trail SE 
403-245-8637

Saskatoon
829 46th St E
306-664-2389

Winnipeg
1760 Ellice Ave 
204-784-0111

Brandon
420 Van Horne Ave 
204-725-1968

Vancouver
2285 Cambie St
604-879-6847

Coquitlam
B-1338 United Blvd 
604-523-6555

Penticton
100-240 Industrial Ave 
250-492-2000

Kamloops
830 Laval Cres 
250-372-7738

Edmonton
18511 104 Ave NW 
780-453-5714

WWW.ROBINSONLIGHTINGANDBATH.COM@ROBINSONLTGBATH




